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Introduction, motivation

The demand for fluvial navigation is ever-increasing. The great efforts made for

ecologically sustainable water usage to establish the good ecological state or po-

tential have highlighted potential conflicts of interests in river management. Rivers

have been trained for centuries to improve navigational conditions and flood pro-

tection purposes. Navigational demands not only shaped both river morphology

and (indirectly) the hydrodynamic conditions, but also entail various issues for

the related ecosystems.

Moving vessels generate waves and currents in the water body, temporarily al-

tering the local hydrodynamic regime, and thus riverine habitats as well. These

waves often increase flow velocities by an order of magnitude within seconds,

which is dramatic compared to natural temporal velocity gradients during flood

waves or slowly developing (non-anthropogenic) wind-induced waves. The direct

and indirect effects of ship-induced waves are manifold; their impact on the func-

tion, structure and services of the aquatic ecosystem are thoroughly discussed in

the literature.

Ship-induced wave events can usually be decomposed into two wave trains of dif-

ferent nature: i) low-frequency primary waves and ii) high-frequency secondary

waves. Primary waves, whose most general manifestation is the initial drawdown,

cause the local and temporary alteration of water levels. This slow, yet notable

fluctuation entails the constant shift and displacement of preferred microhab-

itats, as well as temporary habitat losses where the bank runs dry. Secondary

waves, on the other hand, are more dynamic and follow one another in a rapid

pace with typical wave periods of a few seconds. As a function of morphological

and wave conditions, secondary waves often break in the near-bank region. In

general, these are the waves one often observe when walking along rivers.

As ship waves reach the shallower areas, bed shear stress increases gradually, re-

sulting in the potential resuspension of fine sediments. The rates of these stresses

are strongly correlated with wave characteristics such as the wave height and wave

length, which are not only functions of ship-related parameters (velocity, distance

from shore, draught, shape, etc.), but are highly influenced by the local morpho-

logical characteristics of the main channel and the littoral zone as well. Con-

nections between near-bed turbulent stresses and the rate of sediment mobiliza-

tion can be found in sediment characteristics (grain size, cohesion), making the

whole phenomenon even more complex and site-specific. In case of rivers, the

suspended sediment concentration (SSC) only raises shortly (i.e. in the order of
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minutes) after a passing vessel (in contrast with particle settling times of hours) as

the background current of the river usually sweeps the suspended plumes down-

stream.

A vessel generating waves in the Rhine River (a); Example of typical ship-induced wave event and
its decomposition to primary and secondary waves time-series (b).

Fish are affected by ship waves through various mechanisms in their different life

stages. Temporal increase of bed shear stress due to waves may detach fish egg

ribbons from the substrate resulting in mortality, as eggs eventually get stranded

or swept away by currents. Juvenile fish can also be subject to stranding due to de-

watering or strong currents and wave breaking in the close proximity of the river

bank, potentially resulting in mortality as well. This effect is further amplified

during night-time, when many fish move to predation-sheltered shallow areas for

resting. The foraging efficiency of juveniles is also directly influenced by the pre-

vailing flow conditions and wave-induced turbidity (sediment resuspension) as

well.

Considering the above-mentioned biotic-abiotic interactions, it is clear that ship-

induced waves have great significance when dealing with aquatic ecosystems, as

habitats are tightly connected to the prevailing hydrodynamic conditions. The lit-

erature of the above-mentioned issues is relatively broad and of great quality. On

the one hand, most of the approaches came from the ecological community, and

hence, discuss the ecological relevance in a high level. This is of high importance,

when the negative impacts are to be identified and specified. On the other hand,

these investigations tend to – understandably – use modest hydraulic measure-

ments and data processing methods, offering only a glance at the prevailing flow
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conditions. It is also noted that most of the available (even the state-of-the-art)

instruments are usually restricted in space, i.e. only a small fraction of the area of

interest is measured (e.g. a single point or a vertical). In many cases, the tempo-

ral evolution and variability of the related hydraulic parameters are also neglected

when simple, aggregated (bulk) variables (e.g. maximal flow velocity, wave height)

are used for the ecological interpretations.

In summary, most of the available field measurement and data processing meth-

ods conceal the real, spatiotemporally complex hydrodynamic nature of the wave

events. The main goal of the PhD research was to develop a practical framework

to overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings of the presently available meth-

ods. Within the developed framework, field measurements and novel data and

image processing methods are complemented with state of the art computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, offering the spatial extension of hydrodynamic

information during wave events.

Objectives

The main objectives of the thesis are the followings:

• To introduce a high-frequency pressure and acoustic velocity measurement-

based field methodology for the quantitative, comparable characterization of

ship-induced wave events from the hydrodynamic point of view.

• To present a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling-based methodol-

ogy that can reproduce the prevailing flow conditions in the near-bank area

during the wave events.

• To underline the inevitability of field measurements for the conceptualization,

parametrization and verification of the CFD model.

• To present the applicability of large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV)

for the quantification of surface velocities in the near-bank area, where conven-

tional measurement techniques are no longer applicable.

• To show the applicability of acoustic instruments for the analysis of ship wave-

induced sediment resuspension and transport.

• To present a CFD modeling-based predictive methodology for the assessment

of the impacts of ship waves on juvenile fish.
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New scientific results

The main contributions of the dissertation are summarized in the form of theses,

followed by the list of publications related to them.

Thesis 1 – Detailed quantification of ship waves with acoustic field measurements

I developed a novel field analysis framework for the assessment of ship waves,

consisting of acoustic Doppler velocimetry and high-frequency pressure mea-

surements. For the pressure data, I developed a methodology for the transient

quantification of wave heights and suggested a statistical evaluation method for

the well comparable quantification of the ”footprint” of individual wave events.

Through case studies, I showed, that the developed field measurement frame-

work is suitable for the parameterization and verification of a high-resolution

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. [4–8]

Example of a spectrogram for a ship-induced wave event (top); free surface excursion time series
(blue) and wave heights (orange) over time (bottom).

Histogram of wave heights calculated for different ships.
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Thesis 2 – High-resolution CFD modeling of near-bank wave hydrodynamics

I showed that a vertical slice modeling (2DV) approach combined with sophis-

ticated free surface tracking is suitable for the detailed analysis of near-bank

wave hydrodynamics. Through numerical experiments I derived the limits of

the assumption of unidirectional (cross-shore) wave propagation, and showed

that the main characteristics of ship induced waves can be analyzed in such

a simplified, computationally cheap manner. I parametrized and verified the

CFD model with my own field measurements and demonstrated the practical

relevance of three different types of numerical wave generation methods. [1,

4–6, 8]

Instantaneous CFD model results – distribution of horizontal velocity component during wave
propagation and breaking.

Comparison of measured and modeled velocity time series in two points (P1, P2) for waves of dif-
ferent intensities (S1, S2, S3).

Thesis 3 – Wave analysis via large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV)

I developed a general use LSPIV code for the analysis of various hydromorpho-

logical processes. I used this image velocimetry tool to analyze wave related sur-

face velocities in the near-bank area, where conventional measurement meth-

ods are no longer applicable due to limited depth conditions and temporary

drying. Using the previously verified CFD model, I cross-validated the LSPIV

results. [3, 6, 10]
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LSPIV results for a wave runup to the river bank. Cross-shore velocity component (ux) is used for
contouring; velocity vectors are also presented.

Comparison of the space-time distribution of cross-shore velocities in the near-bank area calcu-
lated with CFD (left) and LSPIV (right).

Thesis 4 – Ship wave-induced sediment resuspension and transport

I successfully calibrated the backscattered sound intensity of an acoustic Doppler

velocimeter (ADV) for the high-frequency quantification of suspended sediment

concentrations (SSC) during ship-induced wave events. I worked out a method

for the calculation of the local, lateral sediment fluxes using the calibrated ADV

device. I showed that period-averaged primary wave velocities during high con-

centrations have a deterministic role in the lateral transport of resuspended

fine sediments. I presented that secondary (breaking) waves are responsible

for the incipient resuspension of fine sediments in the near-bank zone, while

primary waves play a key role in the increase of concentrations in the deeper

areas. [2, 9]
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ADV-based velocity and sediment transport analysis for a cruise ship. From top to bottom: a) de-
composed, lateral velocity time series; b) combined wave kinetic energy (dots: instantaneous ki-
netic energy; solid line: moving averaged kinetic energy values) and SSC time series; c) lateral sedi-
ment fluxes.

Relationships between relevant hydrodynamic parameters and maximal SSC values for different
wave events. a) maximal wave kinetic energy vs. maximal SSC; b) maximal offshore primary wave
related velocity vs. maximal SSC; c) maximal SSC as a function of maximal wave kinetic energy and
offshore primary wave related velocity.
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Thesis 5 – Impacts of ship waves on juvenile fish

Through a case study, I showed that the developed field and CFD modeling-

based wave analysis framework can be used for ecological interpretations as

well. Using the hydrodynamic data from the numerical wave model (built upon

field measurements) and literature data regarding the swimming performance

and habitat preferences of juvenile fish (nase), I derived drift-risk and habitat

suitability maps for ship waves of different intensities. I showed that the ecolog-

ical impacts of waves in the littoral zone have a strong horizontal and vertical

variability as well. [1, 5]

Evaluation of habitat suitability based on suitability index (S Iv) curves and CFD results: a) distri-
bution of velocity magnitudes at consecutive time steps; b) distribution of S Iv for consecutive time
steps; c) aggregated habitat suitability.
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